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Abstract
Identification and selection of new project concepts are one of the crucial steps in the project selection process
in research establishments. It is essential to ensure that objectives of proposed projects are evaluated for
duplicity and redundancy against databases. In this context, implementation of a genetic algorithm (GA) based
approach is described.
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1. Introduction
Public R&D laboratories are in constant expedition to formulate innovative solutions to achieve a sustainable
growth, wide visibility while positioning the organisation strategically in their domain areas. Risks and
uncertainties associated with R&D project selection is an unenviable task for the decision making process.
Viable and potential problems need to be picked up to ensure effective delivery with a sizeable impact on the
national and global scenario. Projects are aimed to meet a number of objectives focused on various topics under
exploration. By adopting a pragmatic screening and evaluation mechanism, projects with identical and
redundant objectives are to be avoided to save various resources. Role of the decision makers in R & D
laboratory include assessing the potential goals while new projects are considered. Selecting appropriate tools
and mechanism assumes significance in this context. It is thus desirable to evolve a scientific mechanism in the
selection and screening of projects.
Conventionally information retrieval methods depend on boolean queries for search process. The similarities
between a query and documents collection are measured by various retrieval methods that are based on more
frequent terms found in both the document as well as the query. Measures of retrieval effectiveness include
precision and recall values in which retrieved documents are compared against relevant items1. Information
retrieval process involves representation, storage, searching and retrieving the documents which are relevant.
GA represents one of the artificial intelligence algorithms to improve performance in information retrieval
systems. First pioneered by John Holland in 1975 4 , GA has been widely studied, experimented and applied in
many fields of engineering and management sciences. GA has been found to be useful to various domain areas
such as information retrieval, engineering design, image processing, robotics, routing problems, encryption,
computer aided molecular design and gene expression profiling.
2. Theory of Genetic Algorithm
GA is a search and optimization technique which is used to find exact or approximate solutions for search
problems. It is the simulation of evolution process and they are probabilistic optimization methods. In GA, the
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search procedure has a direct analogy to the set of competing individual chromosomes represented by a string of
binary codes. A fitness value of individual is computed using a fitness function. Population is a collection of
chromosomes together with their fitness value. Genetic algorithm performs a series of computations on the
population to evolve a new generation. GA is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm based on the evolutionary
ideas of natural selection and genetics. GA provides an alternative method for solving problems and can
outperform many traditional methods 4. A screen view of the algorithm is given (Annexure I).
3. Functionalities
The functionalities and steps involved in a GA process are:
3.1. Chromosome Representation: Translate the real problem into biological terms in which a chromosome is
represented as a string of zeroes and ones. If a particular keyword is present in the document, then the position
in the string is marked as ‘1’ or else ‘0’. These chromosomes are termed as initial population and length of
chromosome depends on number of document keywords retrieved from a document vector.
3.2. Fitness Evaluation: Fitness function is a measure of performance, which evaluates the suitability of the
solution. The fitness of the chromosomes is evaluated (1) using Jaccard’s coefficient 3,
x∩y

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

x+y-x∩y
Where,

x = number of keywords in document X
y = number of key-words in document Y
x ∩ y = number of key-words common in both X and Y

Results of these fitness functions fall in the range 0-1. The value 1.0 means document match exactly to the query
and the value which is near to 1.0 means retrieved documents are more relevant to the query.
3.3. Selection: This operation selects chromosomes from the population for reproduction. Fitter the
chromosome, more likely a chromosome will be selected for the reproduction and the Roulette wheel selection
procedure is used here.
3.4. Crossover: Crossover is the genetic operator that mixes two chromosomes together to form a new offspring
with certain probability. Chromosomes that are not subjected to crossover are carried to offspring without any
modifications. Though there are different types of crossovers used for the information retrieval, two-point
crossover is considered appropriate 3. In a Two-point crossover two points are selected on the parent strings, and
bits between these two points are swapped rendering two child organisms.
3.5. Mutation: Mutation involves modification of each gene with a certain probability. While changing some
bit values of chromosomes, a new breed is created. The mutation can make genetic algorithms fast approach to
the global optimum and quickly get out of premature convergence. Depending on the nature of the problem and
encoding type, implementation of crossover and mutation may vary greatly. A pictorial representation of the
algorithm is shown in Fig.1.Genetic algorithms offer many solutions and search multiple points simultaneously
5
.

4. Methodology
Genetic Algorithm based retrieval procedure was tried for a dataset of 70 R & D projects having around 300
objectives in the area of food science and technology. The queries were subjected for a match in the dictionary.
The extracted keywords from these projects were arranged alphabetically and the resultant template was used to
represent the chromosome. Fitness value of each of the chromosomes (project) was calculated using Jaccard’s
fitness function (1) and the average fitness values were recorded. Using roulette wheel method, cumulative sum
of the fitness was computed. The crossover was carried out for two of the randomly selected documents using
two-point crossover method. The newer chromosome from this step replaces the older ones and evolutionary
process were continued. New chromosomes were then subjected to mutation process and the process was
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repeated until one of the terminating conditions such as (a) previous generation was fitter than the present
generation (b) average fitness value of a generation equal to 1 (c) number of generations <= 150 were fulfilled.
Chromosomes with the highest fitness value of the final generation is compared bitwise against the initial
population and the documents with predefined threshold probability are considered as the matching document or
project.
The GA parameters were set as the number of generations = 100; type = two point crossover; crossover
probability = 0.8; mutation type = bit flip and mutation probability = 0.01 based on various trials 3. Efficacy of
the retrieval was compared using the precision and recall parameters.
5. Result and Conclusion
Customized software with a user-friendly interface and improved functionality was developed. Modules
developed have provisions to add new project, objectives and to view intermediate and final results. Five sets of
keywords (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) were chosen and the results are showed (Table 1). Also the graph (Fig. 2) shows
the quick convergence of the retrieval process. The precision and recall values were calculated and compared
against that of conventional method. Though improved precision was visible in the case of a GA based
approach compared to keyword based conventional approach (Table 2), the recall has not been satisfactory for
the selected dataset. It could be mainly due to quality of the initial query set as well. The software could be used
while sanctioning new R&D proposals by funding agencies and to identify unique and non-redundant project
topics which could guarantee maximum gains to public. The project selection process could be made more
scientific and robust by incorporating project abstracts to the database to cover wider scope while using a GA –
assisted selection mechanism for new R&D projects.
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Fig.1. Steps in a simple genetic algorithm process
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Number of

Average Fitness

Generations
0

s1
0.0472708

s2
0.041408583

s3
0.240535

s4
0.109205

s5
0.183776

1

0.13237353

0.181489833

1

0.4138186

0.769231

2

0.2448646

0.30328025

0.4499248

0.85

3

0.28813073

0.374810583

0.536153

4

0.31513487

0.419421917

0.719804

5

0.38541687

0.450491833

6

0.41409387

0.469521333

7

0.50891753

0.471422083

8

0.563688083

9

0.573468667

10

0.58372075

11

0.591537

Table 1: Average fitness Vs generations

Input Sets

Precision (GA)

s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

0.66
0.166
1
0.5
1

Precision
(keyword
based)
0.10
0.33
0.75
0.29
0.50

Recall (GA)

0.2
0.2
0.33
1
1

Table 2: Precision Vs recall
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Fig.2: Average fitness against number of generations

Fig.3: Comparison of precision
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Annexure I: Intermediate results from a GA based retrieval session
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